Solution Architecture Consultation

Summary
The Chief Technology Officer provides consultation on service architecture and design for vendor engaging with SOM in point solutions.

Features
- Review of proposed solution or service and architecture
- Update of SOM reference architecture to include solution or service
- Strategic understanding of the SOM technology landscape

Who can use it?
This is typically an internal service requested by the Department heads, Deans, or CIO at SOM.

How much does it cost?
This service is available at no charge to the Yale School of Management community.

How do I get it?
You can reach out to the Chief Technology Officer directly.

Related Policy and Procedures
- All users of Yale University computing and networking facilities are expected to read and abide by the Information Technology Appropriate Use Policy. For additional information, please familiarize yourself with the Policies and Procedures related to HIPAA Security.

Related Knowledge Articles
SOM People Hub (In progress)